PRESS RELEASE
WorldCast Manager Takes Center Stage at Joint NAB Booth
WorldCast Connect to showcase its NMS/OSS solution and introduce a new key ticketing module
Bordeaux, France, March 29, 2018. – WorldCast Connect will be showcasing the latest developments on the
unified NMS/OSS software solution, WorldCast Manager at NAB 2018 in Las Vegas.
The company will co-exhibit with sister company
WorldCast Systems, a historic provider of highperforming, reliable and innovative broadcast solutions
for the Radio & TV industry worldwide.
Designed for the broadcast, satellite and telco industries,
the WorldCast Manager provides a unified software
solution for the comprehensive monitoring and
management of multiple devices throughout an IP
network. From a clean, modern and integrated control
interface, the user can view the real-time status of all
equipment across multiple sites and receive alarms via
email, SMS, voice call or in-app alerts.
Any SNMP-enabled device on a network can be quickly identified and integrated into the monitoring
ecosystem thanks to the WorldCast Manager’s automated network discovery and auto-configuration
engine. The dashboard of the system can be customized to the user’s specific network requirements and
provides fast access to the entire equipment tree across all sites.
In addition to showing real-time performance metrics, the WorldCast Manager also captures and stores
readings and events to provide the user with detailed historical data. The entire data set can be mined
using the timeline-based analytics module or the statistical reporting panel. Both provide interactive data
visualization features tailored to provide insights on events and facilitate operational support and decisionmaking at all levels of the organization.
A major new addition to the WorldCast Manager is its advanced and easy-to-use Ticketing module which
simplifies task assignment and management for better team efficiency along with related time and cost
savings.
The full functionality of the WorldCast Manager will be demonstrated at booth N7111, NAB Show, Las
Vegas from April 9th to 12th 2018.
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###

ABOUT WORLDCAST CONNECT

Founded in 2017, WorldCast Connect is a software company that designs, develops, and commercializes
the WorldCast Manager, an Enterprise Network Monitoring Solution (NMS) and Operation Support
System (OSS) providing a user-friendly, centralized and unified interface for the monitoring and
management of all connected sites and equipment. Leveraging the 35 years of innovation and deep
broadcast industry knowledge it acquired from its sister-company WorldCast Systems, WorldCast Connect
extends its reach and product offer to serve the broadcast and networks, connected industries, and
healthcare sectors. Headquartered in Mérignac (Bordeaux), France, WorldCast Connect is a solid team of
experts and is growing with a Sales office in the US along with an important distributor network to offer
local assistance to its customers across the globe.
For more information, visit https://www.worldcastconnect.com.
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